










System gotta break up
The politicians stay frontin'
Wearing all that makeup
Clowns, tryna debate something
This is real life, so real people gotta...
Look, I don't wanna wake up
Knowing I ain't change nothin'
System gotta break up
The politicians stay frontin'
Wearing all that makeup
Clowns, tryna debate something
This is real life, so real people gotta say
something
Choppers in my city, I'm afraid I might get
sniped down
Tears all on my people's faces
Know they might get wiped down
Amplified my voice
Cuz I know they need me to pipe down
'Fo' someone hear the truth
Cuz with this pen, that's what I write down
Who gon' save the youth from all the trials
and tribulations?
That boy don't need no juice
He need accurate education
You can't get it in schools
Where they stifle imagination
But I've always felt a movement brewing
In my generation
It's hard to understand it when they hide
the information
But I'm grasping at the root of it
Word to Angela Davis

...

This shit way bigger than inclusion
Black lives matter
That should never be confusing
And if we not fighting for all Blacks
We losing
This shit for Tony, Iyanna
For Emmett and those cooped in
My people dying
I can't judge no looting
This for those that's studying
And this for those that's hooping..
This for the ruthless
And for those that's living roofless...
For those with disabilities
Still pushing through it...
I know it feels impossible
But, trust me we can do it
And I don't wanna wake up
Knowing I ain't change nothin'
System gotta break up
The politicians stay frontin'
Wearing all that makeup
Clowns, tryna debate something
This is real life, so real people gotta say
something
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Brown Hope Org. A racial justice organization founded in Portland, Oregon that focuses on the
healing, empowerment, and strengthening of the Black community in Portland.

Black Mental Health Alliance An organization dedicated to providing the educational tools and
community forums to support the health of Black people.

BEAM The BEAM Collective provides toolkits for community leaders and actiivsts to promote and
facilitate community healing and wellness.

Oshun Family Center offers therapy for women, children, and families of color. It is founded by
Saleemah McNeil who is a Black female therapist working to provide free therapy for Black and
Brown communities. 

https://whyy.org/articles/black-philly-therapists-are-raising-15k-to-provide-free-mental-health-
resources-to-people-of-color/

AACT-NOW (African American Community Together NOW). 
Program founded under the National Alliance on Mental Illness New Jersey. 

Mental Health Hotlines

CONTACT hotline: 
For someone to listen: DIAL 800-932-4616
For Resources and Referrals: DIAL 2 1 1

CRISIS hotline (US and Canada): TEXT 741741

Domestic Shelters: WomanSpace (search by zip code)

National Domestic Violence Hotline: DIAL 1-800-799-7233

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 (TALK)
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Concluding Questions/ Debrief

Wrap-Up














